
ADD A NEW COURSE

Instructions: The following curriculum proposal is submitted to the COLLEGE CURRICULUM COMMITTEE.  If this is replacing a course that 
already exists or equivalent to another course please submit the CHANGE EXISTING COURSE form found at www.ugs.utah.edu/curricadmin.   
If you need any clarification on filling out the form please contact the Curriculum Coordinator at 801/587-7843 or click ?'s.

Semester, Year

As Appears in Class Schedule - 23 character limit

Can students receive credit multiple times for this course? 

As appears in General Catalog

Can you enroll in multiple sections in one term?    

Yes No

Yes No

  Cross-Listed Course  Meets-With Course

* Cross-Listed courses must  have a form submitted for EACH course and must have the same information and title.    
Component (choose one)

Are there requisites? Yes No

This section is for 
the course 
description that 
appears in the 
course catalog.

Step I. Departmental Approval:

Signature, Department Chair Date

Signature, Curriculum Committee Chair

Signature, College Dean

Date

Date

Step II. College Curriculum Committee Approval:

Step III. College Dean Approval:

Curriculum Administration Only: Approved:

The Curriculum Committee has reviewed the proposal of the department and concurs with its recommendation.

I have reviewed the curriculum proposal and am satified that all the requirements have been met.

 Please keep a copy for the department, one for the college, and send one copy to the Curriculum Administration, 144 SILL Center 
Phone 587-7843 Fax 585-3581

Responded:
Department 
          Code

Department College Date Initiated

Contact Person Phone # Email Address

First Semester Offered Desired Course #

Credit Hours OR Range to

 Has your department taught a course with a similar content in the past?  Yes No UnknownWhat #

Short Title Long Title

Total # of hours

with

 Prerequisites Min. Grade if Applicable

 Corequisites Min. Grade if Applicable

OR

Please Type Name

Please Type Name

Please Type Name

If yes, Total # of times
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Course Numberings* If you'd like a list of already used course numbers (past and current) please contact Curriculum Administration at 801/587-7843*0001-0999 - Offered by Academic Outreach and Continuing EducationLower Division Courses (Freshman - Sophomore)1000-2799 Regular Courses2800-2999 Seminars, Independent Study, etc. (In-Progress grading)Upper Division Courses (Junior - Senior)3000-3799 Regular Courses3800-3999 Seminars, Independent Study, etc. (In-Progress grading)4000-4799 Regular Courses4800-4999 Seminars, Independent Study, etc. (In-Progress grading)Upper Division and Graduate Courses*Graduate credit permitted for department majors5000-5799 Regular Courses5800-5999 Seminars, Independent Study, etc. (In-Progress grading)Graduate CoursesStudents who have not been admitted to a gradute program must obtain special permission to enroll6000 level (basic graduate)1.   Regular courses in master's level programs.2.   Regular courses in:      (a)  mixed master's - doctoral level programs and      (b)  doctoral level programs normally taken in the first two years of post bachelor's study3.   Independent Study, Special Topics, Project Work, and Faculty Consultation at the master's level4.   Thesis Research - master's level6000-6799 Regular Courses6800-6899 Graduate Seminars - master's level (In-progress grading)6900-6960 Independent Study, Special Topics, etc. (In-Progress grading)6970-6979 Thesis Research - master's level (In-progress grading)6980-6989 Faculty Consultation - master's level (In-progress grading)7000 level (advanced graduate)1.   Regular courses in doctoral programs normally taken beyond the first two years of post bachelor's study2.   Graduate seminars at the doctoral level3.   Independent Study, Special Topics, and Faculty Consultations at the doctoral level4.   Dissertation research at the doctoral level7000-7799 Regular courses7800-7899 Advanced graduate seminars (In-progress grading)7900-7960 Independent study, special topics, etc. - doctoral level (In-progress grading)7970-7979 Dissertation and/or project credit - doctoral level (In-progress grading)7980-7989 Faculty consultation - doctoral level (In-progress grading)7990          Continuing registration - doctoral level (In-progress grading)
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This information is necessary to determine is this new course should be linked to another course for repeatability.Yes - The department has a course they've used in their history, which content is similar to their new course content. If a returning student took the old course from your department and is no longer offered, would you recommend this new course to replace the previous grade? (e.g. FILM 3770 "Film: 1950s and 1960s"  is inactive but FILM is adding a new course FILM 3230 "Historical Trends" which content is similar enough that a student can take the FILM 3230 course and replace the FILM 3770 grade.) This would be a permanent change for all students who were to take the course. If you don't want all students to be able to use this course for replacing a previous grade click "No."No - The content of this course is new to the department. There is no course that the department is aware of that, if a student took the new course, would replace the old course's grade.Unknown - The department is uncertain if any inactive course's content matches or is similar to the new course content.If you have any questions about this webpage please contact the Curriculum Coordinator at 801-587-7843.
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    Courses typically should be from different departments      All information should be the same (e.g. title, description, gen ed designation, grading basis syllabi, etc.) *pre/co requisites do not have to be the same      Each department must submit a form requesting the new course or when cross-listing two already existing courses      An undergraduate course cannot be cross-listed with a graduate course      Cross-listing allows students to replace a grade from one department with the grade from another if a student takes both courses (e.g.  A POLS course is cross-listed with MID E studies course. A student takes the POLS course and fails. The following semester the student registers under MID E and passes the class, replacing the failing grade, unless the course is repeatable for credit in which case both grade remain part of the student's GPA.) Caution: If you crosslist and then un-crosslist at some point, student repeatability rules may be affected. Contact Curriculum Administration for more information.If you have any questions about this web page please contact the Curriculum Coordinator at 801-587-7843.
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Meets with courses are classes that meet together at the same time and location, but not necessarily cross-listed.*   An undergraduate course can meet with graduate level course*   Offerings may be in the same or different departments (POLS with POLS, POLS with MID E)*   Courses can have different descriptions, titles, grading basis, syllabi, etc.*   Students can take both courses for credit*   Student may not replace a grade with a meets with course, unless the course is cross-listed*   Curriculum forms do not need to be sumbitted at the same time, if changing the course description to indicate the meeting with another course
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ACT - Activity:A regularly scheduled course devoted to participation in or performance of some form of physical activity. Knowledge associated with the proper performance of the activity presented. Examples include physical fitness courses.CLN - Clinical:Students participate in client and/or client-related services as part of the learning process. Instruction usually occurs outside the institutional setting (or in an actual clinical laboratory setting) and may involve work with clients who receive professional services from students supervised by faculty members. Examples include medically-based clerkships or working in a clinical lab setting.DIS - Discussion:A regularly scheduled course, or section of a larger course, designed solely for group discussion. Discussions are typically non-credit bearing, linked to a credit bearing course, and not stand alone courses (see seminar). As such discussion sections generally contain fewer students than the course to which they are linked. Examples include a mandatory zero-credit discussion section associated with an Introductory Psychology course.ENS - Ensemble:Students work with an instructor to create an audio or visual performance as a group. Section size may vary based on requirements of the musical score or script. Examples include an orchestral group course.FLW - Field Work:Students participate in credit bearing off-campus activities under faculty supervision and instruction. Probably some amount of time will be spent in a classroom/lecture environment, but the majority of time will be spent out of the formal classroom. Examples include students involved in field work might go into the mountains to learn about native flora, fauna, and geological formations or attend the theatre.HON - Honors Thesis Project:Students work to present the results of a study or studies submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for an undergraduate degree in the Honors Program. The process requires one-on-one interaction between student and professor/mentor and may satisfy the upper-division Communication/Writing graduation requirement.IND - Independent Study:Students complete individualized and often self-paced plans of study. The instructor and students negotiate the details of the plan of study. Courses are usually small (10 or fewer students) and generally have no defined meeting days and times.LAB - Laboratory:Courses meet in a defined physical setting (i.e., laboratory) for the purpose of the application of methods and principles of a discipline. Labs may be stand-alone (for credit), but are typically a non-credit supplement to instruction in a traditional classroom section (similar to discussions). As such, lab sections generally contain fewer students than the course they are linked. Examples include a required zero-credit chemistry laboratory associated with a chemistry course.LEC - Lecture:Standard non-variable/fixed credit course where instruction occurs in a traditional classroom setting. Lectures almost always have larger class sizes than seminar. Lecture courses may certainly include a variety of pedagogies (discussion, class presentation) but are predominantly lecture oriented. If a course is more discussion or non-lecture dominated, then seminar may be a more applicable course component.PRA - Practicum:Courses are designed to give students supervised and practical application of previously studied theory in a setting outside the classroom, but not necessarily one that is strictly clinical or medical in nature. Examples include internships and student teaching.PRJ - Special Projects:Courses focus on research related to a specific interest or academic discipline, but do not entail an actual dissertation or thesis. The faculty member and student(s) mutually negotiate the nature of the study/research.PRV - Private Instruction:Students receive individual instruction including one-to-one demonstration and performance critique of their art. This would likely be used primarily for music (i.e., fine arts) courses.SEM - Seminar:A more interactive and typically smaller course forum than a lecture. Content may include student presentations and discussions based on literature, theory, problems, or research. Enrollment is generally limited to allow for greater focus on students’ critical reflection and exchange of ideas. Lecture is not the dominant pedagogical activity of the course, like in a LEC course component course.STU - Studio:Courses involve demonstration and application of design and theory in a defined physical setting (i.e., studio). Students explore and experiment under the guidance of an instructor, and the class size is usually limited by setting parameters (# of computers, drafting tables, etc.). Courses typically focus on the development or creation of artistically static work, such as pottery, sculpture, or paintings/drawings/graphics, or the 
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The following information to help you organize you pre- and co- requisites:When multiple classes could meet the requirement individually, please use “OR.”  For example:“PHYCS 2220 OR BIOEN 1100”*If multiple courses are requisites for a course together, please use “AND.”  For example:“PHYCS 2220 AND BIOEN”*In some cases, either multiple courses OR one/multiple other course(s) – or full or intermediate major status/test credit – could meet the requisite. These should be listed using the appropriate parentheses, as follows:“(PHYCS 2220 AND BIOEN 1100) OR BIOEN 3500,” or“(PHYCS 2220 AND BIOEN) OR Full Major status in Bioengineering,” or“(PHYCS 2220 AND BIOEN) OR (MATH 1210 AND BIOEN 3500).”If you have any additional questions please contact the Curriculum Coordinator at 801-587-7843.


ADD A NEW COURSE
Instructions: The following curriculum proposal is submitted to the COLLEGE CURRICULUM COMMITTEE.  If this is replacing a course that already exists or equivalent to another course please submit the CHANGE EXISTING COURSE form found at www.ugs.utah.edu/curricadmin.   If you need any clarification on filling out the form please contact the Curriculum Coordinator at 801/587-7843 or click ?'s.
Semester, Year
As Appears in Class Schedule - 23 character limit
Can students receive credit multiple times for this course? 
As appears in General Catalog
Can you enroll in multiple sections in one term?    
  Cross-Listed Course 
 Meets-With Course
* Cross-Listed courses must  have a form submitted for EACH course and must have the same information and title.       
Are there requisites? 
Step I. Departmental Approval:
Signature, Department Chair
Date
Signature, Curriculum Committee Chair
Signature, College Dean
Date
Date
Step II. College Curriculum Committee Approval:
Step III. College Dean Approval:
Curriculum Administration Only:
Approved:
The Curriculum Committee has reviewed the proposal of the department and concurs with its recommendation.
I have reviewed the curriculum proposal and am satified that all the requirements have been met.
 Please keep a copy for the department, one for the college, and send one copy to the Curriculum Administration, 144 SILL Center
Phone 587-7843 Fax 585-3581
Responded:
Department
          Code
 Has your department taught a course with a similar content in the past?  
What #
with
 Prerequisites
Min. Grade if Applicable
 Corequisites
Min. Grade if Applicable
OR
Please Type Name
Please Type Name
Please Type Name
8.2.1.4029.1.523496.503679
Course Numberings* If you'd like a list of already used course numbers (past and current) please contact Curriculum Administration at 801/587-7843*0001-0999 - Offered by Academic Outreach and Continuing EducationLower Division Courses (Freshman - Sophomore)1000-2799 Regular Courses2800-2999 Seminars, Independent Study, etc. (In-Progress grading)Upper Division Courses (Junior - Senior)3000-3799 Regular Courses3800-3999 Seminars, Independent Study, etc. (In-Progress grading)4000-4799 Regular Courses4800-4999 Seminars, Independent Study, etc. (In-Progress grading)Upper Division and Graduate Courses*Graduate credit permitted for department majors5000-5799 Regular Courses5800-5999 Seminars, Independent Study, etc. (In-Progress grading)Graduate CoursesStudents who have not been admitted to a gradute program must obtain special permission to enroll6000 level (basic graduate)1.   Regular courses in master's level programs.2.   Regular courses in:      (a)  mixed master's - doctoral level programs and      (b)  doctoral level programs normally taken in the first two years of post bachelor's study3.   Independent Study, Special Topics, Project Work, and Faculty Consultation at the master's level4.   Thesis Research - master's level6000-6799 Regular Courses6800-6899 Graduate Seminars - master's level (In-progress grading)6900-6960 Independent Study, Special Topics, etc. (In-Progress grading)6970-6979 Thesis Research - master's level (In-progress grading)6980-6989 Faculty Consultation - master's level (In-progress grading)7000 level (advanced graduate)1.   Regular courses in doctoral programs normally taken beyond the first two years of post bachelor's study2.   Graduate seminars at the doctoral level3.   Independent Study, Special Topics, and Faculty Consultations at the doctoral level4.   Dissertation research at the doctoral level7000-7799 Regular courses7800-7899 Advanced graduate seminars (In-progress grading)7900-7960 Independent study, special topics, etc. - doctoral level (In-progress grading)7970-7979 Dissertation and/or project credit - doctoral level (In-progress grading)7980-7989 Faculty consultation - doctoral level (In-progress grading)7990          Continuing registration - doctoral level (In-progress grading)
This information is necessary to determine is this new course should be linked to another course for repeatability.Yes - The department has a course they've used in their history, which content is similar to their new course content. If a returning student took the old course from your department and is no longer offered, would you recommend this new course to replace the previous grade? (e.g. FILM 3770 "Film: 1950s and 1960s"  is inactive but FILM is adding a new course FILM 3230 "Historical Trends" which content is similar enough that a student can take the FILM 3230 course and replace the FILM 3770 grade.) This would be a permanent change for all students who were to take the course. If you don't want all students to be able to use this course for replacing a previous grade click "No."No - The content of this course is new to the department. There is no course that the department is aware of that, if a student took the new course, would replace the old course's grade.Unknown - The department is uncertain if any inactive course's content matches or is similar to the new course content.If you have any questions about this webpage please contact the Curriculum Coordinator at 801-587-7843.
    Courses typically should be from different departments      All information should be the same (e.g. title, description, gen ed designation, grading basis syllabi, etc.) *pre/co requisites do not have to be the same      Each department must submit a form requesting the new course or when cross-listing two already existing courses      An undergraduate course cannot be cross-listed with a graduate course      Cross-listing allows students to replace a grade from one department with the grade from another if a student takes both courses (e.g.  A POLS course is cross-listed with MID E studies course. A student takes the POLS course and fails. The following semester the student registers under MID E and passes the class, replacing the failing grade, unless the course is repeatable for credit in which case both grade remain part of the student's GPA.) Caution: If you crosslist and then un-crosslist at some point, student repeatability rules may be affected. Contact Curriculum Administration for more information.If you have any questions about this web page please contact the Curriculum Coordinator at 801-587-7843.
Meets with courses are classes that meet together at the same time and location, but not necessarily cross-listed.*   An undergraduate course can meet with graduate level course*   Offerings may be in the same or different departments (POLS with POLS, POLS with MID E)*   Courses can have different descriptions, titles, grading basis, syllabi, etc.*   Students can take both courses for credit*   Student may not replace a grade with a meets with course, unless the course is cross-listed*   Curriculum forms do not need to be sumbitted at the same time, if changing the course description to indicate the meeting with another course
ACT - Activity:A regularly scheduled course devoted to participation in or performance of some form of physical activity. Knowledge associated with the proper performance of the activity presented. Examples include physical fitness courses.CLN - Clinical:Students participate in client and/or client-related services as part of the learning process. Instruction usually occurs outside the institutional setting (or in an actual clinical laboratory setting) and may involve work with clients who receive professional services from students supervised by faculty members. Examples include medically-based clerkships or working in a clinical lab setting.DIS - Discussion:A regularly scheduled course, or section of a larger course, designed solely for group discussion. Discussions are typically non-credit bearing, linked to a credit bearing course, and not stand alone courses (see seminar). As such discussion sections generally contain fewer students than the course to which they are linked. Examples include a mandatory zero-credit discussion section associated with an Introductory Psychology course.ENS - Ensemble:Students work with an instructor to create an audio or visual performance as a group. Section size may vary based on requirements of the musical score or script. Examples include an orchestral group course.FLW - Field Work:Students participate in credit bearing off-campus activities under faculty supervision and instruction. Probably some amount of time will be spent in a classroom/lecture environment, but the majority of time will be spent out of the formal classroom. Examples include students involved in field work might go into the mountains to learn about native flora, fauna, and geological formations or attend the theatre.HON - Honors Thesis Project:Students work to present the results of a study or studies submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for an undergraduate degree in the Honors Program. The process requires one-on-one interaction between student and professor/mentor and may satisfy the upper-division Communication/Writing graduation requirement.IND - Independent Study:Students complete individualized and often self-paced plans of study. The instructor and students negotiate the details of the plan of study. Courses are usually small (10 or fewer students) and generally have no defined meeting days and times.LAB - Laboratory:Courses meet in a defined physical setting (i.e., laboratory) for the purpose of the application of methods and principles of a discipline. Labs may be stand-alone (for credit), but are typically a non-credit supplement to instruction in a traditional classroom section (similar to discussions). As such, lab sections generally contain fewer students than the course they are linked. Examples include a required zero-credit chemistry laboratory associated with a chemistry course.LEC - Lecture:Standard non-variable/fixed credit course where instruction occurs in a traditional classroom setting. Lectures almost always have larger class sizes than seminar. Lecture courses may certainly include a variety of pedagogies (discussion, class presentation) but are predominantly lecture oriented. If a course is more discussion or non-lecture dominated, then seminar may be a more applicable course component.PRA - Practicum:Courses are designed to give students supervised and practical application of previously studied theory in a setting outside the classroom, but not necessarily one that is strictly clinical or medical in nature. Examples include internships and student teaching.PRJ - Special Projects:Courses focus on research related to a specific interest or academic discipline, but do not entail an actual dissertation or thesis. The faculty member and student(s) mutually negotiate the nature of the study/research.PRV - Private Instruction:Students receive individual instruction including one-to-one demonstration and performance critique of their art. This would likely be used primarily for music (i.e., fine arts) courses.SEM - Seminar:A more interactive and typically smaller course forum than a lecture. Content may include student presentations and discussions based on literature, theory, problems, or research. Enrollment is generally limited to allow for greater focus on students’ critical reflection and exchange of ideas. Lecture is not the dominant pedagogical activity of the course, like in a LEC course component course.STU - Studio:Courses involve demonstration and application of design and theory in a defined physical setting (i.e., studio). Students explore and experiment under the guidance of an instructor, and the class size is usually limited by setting parameters (# of computers, drafting tables, etc.). Courses typically focus on the development or creation of artistically static work, such as pottery, sculpture, or paintings/drawings/graphics, or the 
The following information to help you organize you pre- and co- requisites:When multiple classes could meet the requirement individually, please use “OR.”  For example:“PHYCS 2220 OR BIOEN 1100”*If multiple courses are requisites for a course together, please use “AND.”  For example:“PHYCS 2220 AND BIOEN”*In some cases, either multiple courses OR one/multiple other course(s) – or full or intermediate major status/test credit – could meet the requisite. These should be listed using the appropriate parentheses, as follows:“(PHYCS 2220 AND BIOEN 1100) OR BIOEN 3500,” or“(PHYCS 2220 AND BIOEN) OR Full Major status in Bioengineering,” or“(PHYCS 2220 AND BIOEN) OR (MATH 1210 AND BIOEN 3500).”If you have any additional questions please contact the Curriculum Coordinator at 801-587-7843.
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